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-

30ml Tube 

PRISME PRIMER

LE MAKEUP

Base Correctrice De Couleur/Rougeur/Matifiante 

Color/Redness/Matifying Correcting Primer

THE FORMULA

THE COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

WILD PANSY 

Offers optimal hydration

WILD ROSE FRUIT 

Refines the skin texture and protects 
against free radicals 

MAGNOLIA

Helps even out the complexion 

The makeup base that replaces Instagram filters. 

Inspired by the famous Prisme Libre, the Prisme Primer range 
leaves a luminous, beautifying filter on skin to correct facial features.  

Color-correcting bases and radiance boosters.  Nicolas Degennes 
reinvents the makeup base with a palette of five pastel tones and a 
sheer mattifying shade to meet all demands for perfection. 

#1 
Bleu

#2 
Rose

#3 
Jaune

#4 
Abricot

#5 
Vert

#6 
Mat

The complexion is luminous, corrected, 
mattified. 

- Fresh complexion day after day 

- Even color 

- Adjustable coverage

RETAIL PRICE: 179 QR 



-

30 ml Pump Bottle

TEINT COUTURE EVERWEAR

LE MAKEUP

Tenue 24h & Confort 

24h Wear & Comfort

RETAIL PRICE : 228 QR

THE FORMULA

COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

FINE, LIGHTWEIGHT NETWORK OF 
LONG-LASTING POLYMERS

24hr wear & waterproof texture

VEGETABLE GLYCERIN & LICORICE 
EXTRACT

Comfortable, moisturizing & soothing 
texture

ABSORBING POWDER & 
"RADIANCE" OIL

Blurring texture that blurs pores 
& fine lines

Flawless complexion.

Teint Couture is the LifeProof foundation that stands up to all your 
emotions for 24 hours. 

With Teint Couture Everwear, Nicolas Degennes has designed an 
ultra-comfortable 24hr foundation that is easy to use. In a few 
seconds, it provides a satiny finish, evens out the skin tone, revives 
radiance and conceals imperfections... 

The complexion is perfectly unified & 
comfortable for 24 hours 

- Even color all day long 

- Satiny finish 

- Medium to very high adjustable coverage

Y100P95 N98

Y315

P100

P200

N203

P395

Y205

Y400

P105

P210

Y325

Y300

P110

Y207

P340

N430

Y305

Y105

Y210

P115

P450

P350

Y310

Y215

N365

N470

Y110

Y200



-

30 ml Tube

TEINT COUTURE CITY BALM

LE MAKEUP

Fluide Perfecteur Teinté Lumineux - Tenue & Hydratation 24h 

Protection Urbaine 

Radiant Perfecting Skin Tint - 24h Wear Moisturizer 

Urban Shield

RETAIL PRICE : 194 QR

THE FORMULA

COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

SHEA EXTRACT

Protects from free radicals, pollution 
and prevents skin aging

LICORICE EXTRACT

Comfortable, moisturizing & soothing 
texture

HYALURONIC ACID & GLYCOLS

Moisturize, plump and smooth the 
skin all day long

The second-skin foundation.

Teint Couture is the LifeProof foundation that stands up to all your 
emotions for 24 hours. 

With Teint Couture City Balm, Nicolas Degennes presents a 
foundation that combines the benefits of skincare with the beauty of 
makeup. A true urban shield, it enhances the complexion while 
staying natural and protects the skin from pollution, blue light and UV 
rays while providing 24-hour hydration.

The complexion is natural and radiant 

- Even color all day long 

- Satiny finish 

- Light coverage

N104 C110 N200 C205 W208

N300 C302 N312 C345

N405 W430

W370

W480 N490



-

30ml Pump bottle 

MATISSIME VELVET FLUID

LE MAKEUP

Velours de Teint Éclat – Fond de Teint Mat Fluide 

Radiant Mat Fluid Foundation

RETAIL PRICE : 228 QR

THE FORMULA

THE COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

SILICA MICRO-BEADS

Optimise the absorption of sebum 
and allow skin to breath 

BLACK CUMIN OIL 

Purifies and protects the skin 

BURNET, CINNAMON & GINGER

Regulate sebum production in oily 
areas without drying out normal or 
dry zones 

A light and gentle matte foundation.

Inspired by the touch of velvet, the Matissime Velvet collection 
leaves the skin soft to the touch and with a radiant, matte finish. 

A distinctly matte fluid foundation made to reflect the light. Nicolas 
Degennes’ inspiration came from the feel and comfort of velvet 
and he has created a texture that becomes one with the skin, gives 
a long lasting matte finish, a sensation of lightness and natural 
radiance.

#00 
Mat 
Ivory

#01 
Mat 
Porcelain

#03 
Mat 
Sand

#03.5 
Mat 
Vanilla

#04 
Mat 
Beige

#06 
Mat 
Gold

#07 
Mat 
Ginger

#08 
Mat 
Amber

#02 
Mat 
Shell

#05 
Mat 
Honey

#09 
Mat 
Cinnamon

#10 
Mat 
Mocha

The complexion is luminous and matte all 
day long. 

- Smooth, even complexion 

- Refined pores 

- Light coverage



-

6 ml Bottle

TEINT COUTURE EVERWEAR 
CONCEALER

LE MAKEUP

Anti-cernes Éclat – Tenue 24h 

Radiant Concealer – 24h Wear

RETAIL PRICE : 150 QR 

THE FORMULA

COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

FINE, LIGHTWEIGHT NETWORK OF 
LONG-LASTING POLYMERS

24hr wear & waterproof texture

VEGETABLE GLYCERIN & LICORICE 
EXTRACT

Comfortable, moisturizing & soothing 
texture

ABSORBING POWDER & 
"RADIANCE" OIL

Blurring texture that blurs pores 
& fine lines

The must-have for any routine.

Teint Couture is the LifeProof foundation that stands up to all your 
emotions for 24 hours. 

Nicolas Degennes has transformed Teint Couture Everwear into a 
concealer. With its 24-hour wear, waterproof texture and light-
enhancing effect, it immediately smooths signs of fatigue and fine 
lines, conceals dark circles and revives the radiance of the eyes.

The complexion is completely corrected & 
comfortable for up to 24 hours 

- Even color all day long 

- Conceals dark circles & blurs fine lines 

- Medium to very high adjustable coverage

#10 #12

#14 #16 #20

#22 #30 #32

#40 #42

#9

#44



-

1,6 ml Pen

MISTER CORRECTIVE PEN

LE MAKEUP

Stylo Correcteur Instantané 

Instant Corrective Pen

RETAIL PRICE: 140 QR 

THE FORMULA

THE COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULT

“ACTI’WAKE” PLANT EXTRACT 
COMPLEX

Instantly wakes up tired, dull areas of 
the face

« LUMIN’UP » PIGMENTS

Correct & even out the skin tone

POLYOLS & SILICONES

Lightweight, easy-to-apply & 
comfortable texture

The eye contour is instantly brightened. 

- Signs of fatigue are reduced 

- The eyes look more awake 

- Imperfections are corrected

Signs of fatigue reducer.

Ingenious, nomadic, easy to use with formidable efficiency, the 
Misters is a gender free line for simple everyday grooming. 

Instant brightened eye contour. Givenchy developped Mister 
Corrective Pen the concealer that instantly wake up tired areas and 
erease local skin imperfections.

#110 #120

#130 #140



-

4 x 3g

PRISME LIBRE

LE MAKEUP

Prisme Libre Matité & Éclat Rehaussé – Harmonie 4 En 1 

Mat-finish & Enhanced Radiance Loose Powder – 4 In 1 Harmony

THE FORMULA

COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

POLYMER & TALC COMPLEX

Absorbs excess sebum and offers 
long-wearing mattness

SILICA & SYNTHETIC MICA

Blurs imperfections and adds 
radiance

VITAMIN E & ESTERS

Antioxidant, supple skin and 
protected from drying out

The star 4G loose powder.

Since its launch in 2006 Prisme Libre has become a true cult object 
across the world. 

Mattness, radiance, blurring and enhanced skin: Nicolas Degennes 
presents the powder that does it all! Four colors for a perfect color 
response, a couture case for ideal use, and an airy texture for an 
imperceptible effect and multiple finishes.

The complexion is perfect 

- Mattness & Radiance 

- Pore-blurring effect 

- Even complexion

#1 
Mousseline 

Pastel

#5 
Satin 
Blanc

#7 
Voile 
Rosé

#2 
Beige 

Taffetas

#3 
Organza 
Caramel

RETAIL PRICE : 234 QR



-

15ml Bottle 
With brush applicator/dropper 

TEINT COUTURE RADIANT DROP

LE MAKEUP

Enlumineur 2-en-1 

2-in-1 Highlighter

RETAIL PRICE: 199 QR   

THE FORMULA

THE COMPLEXION

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

PURE PIGMENTS & FINE MOTHER-OF-PEARL

Improves wear and delivers pure 
shine 

SILCONE OILS 

Offer a lightweight bare-skin 
sensation

The secret of a dewy look. 

The new Teint Couture wardrobe dresses up the complexion in a 
comfortable and undetectable texture, and adjusts to your 
individual skin tone for buildable coverage and optimal hold. 

Made-to-measure luminosity.  Givenchy reveals Teint Couture 
Radiant Drop, the fun, instinctive highlighter for a buildable result. 
Thanks to its multi-use fluid texture it illuminates the skin with 
translucency, in touches or all over. 

#1 
Radiant 
Pink

#2 
Radiant 
Gold

The complexion is instantly radiant 

- Dewy finish  

- Fresh complexion 

- Natural shine



-

8 g

VOLUME DISTURBIA

LE MAKEUP

Mascara Volume & Courbe 24h  

Volume & Curve 24 Hour Wear

RETAIL PRICE : 135 QR 

THE FORMULA

EYES

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

VITAMIN E 

Protects the vitality of lashes without 
drying them out 

ALGAE + ACACIA EXTRACT 

Form a solid mesh around the lash to 
coat it for immediate volume 

BEE’S WAX + LONG-LASTING 
POLYMERS

Facilitate product diffusion and 
adherence and guarantee curl & 
volume hold

“The More The Better” mascara

Volume and curl are so off the scale that it’s almost unsettling! 
Givenchy presents the mascara that dares.  

Nicolas Degennes was inspired by cushion technology to create a 
mascara which combines a reservoir brush with a volume formula 
and 24hr wear.  Result: every lash is full and has curl, even the 
shortest! 

Lashes with exceptional intensity. 

- Lashes have more volume  (+93%) 

- Lashes are nourished and protected 

- Color and volume are ultra-long wearing

#1 
Black 
Disturbia



-

1.5 ml

LINER DISTURBIA

LE MAKEUP

Eyeliner Feutre Précision Tenue 24H 

Precision Felt-Tip Eyeliner 24H Wear

RETAIL PRICE : 115 QR 

THE FORMULA

EYES

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

CARBON BLACK 

True intense black color

FILM-FORMING POLYMERS 

Facilitates adhesion of the material & 
reduces drying time  

FORMULATED WITH NO PARABENS, 
TALC OR FRAGRANCE 

Respects the fragile eye contour 

Extreme precision, unsettling eyes. 

The art of drawing a fine or full line of eyeliner can frighten novices, 
for ultra-easy application and a tailor-made result, Liner Disturbia is 
the perfect ally. 

Givenchy has created Liner Disturbia the felt-tip eyeliner which, 
thanks to its ultra-precise tip, ensures captivating eyes.  Whether the 
line is subtle or intense, this liner never gets it wrong.

The eyes are sophisticated. 

- Color is intense and long-wearing  

- The formula is water-resistant and does 

not run   

- The finish is matte & ultra covering from 

the first stroke

#1 
Black 
Disturbia 



-

3 ml

PHENOMEN’EYES LINER

MAKEUP

Pinceau Eyeliner – Tenue 24h 

Brush Tip Eyeliner – 24 H Wear

RETAIL PRICE: 159 QR

THE FORMULA

EYES

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

HIGH CONCENTRATION OF 
PIGMENTS

Intense, even color

COMBINATION OF RESIN & 
COPOLYMER

Supply and shiny film

Ultra-glossy eyeliner to intensify the eyes. 

A multi-faceted glittery or black vinyl texture to try out graphic 
looks. Fine or thick, the line will be spectacular!  

Nicolas Degennes has invented a unique material that is simple to 
work with and easy to apply thanks to a slender brush which 
guides the line, whether full or fine, with ultra-pigmented color.

#1

The eyes are intense and sophisticated. 

- Intense color 

- High coverage 

- A texture that doesn’t flake

#2 #3

#4 #5 #6

#7



-LE MAKEUP

MAGIC KHÔL
Crayon Contour Yeux 

Eye Liner Pencil

EYES

LINEAR SILICONES 

Soft, precise application

HIGH PIGMENT AND MOTHER-OF-
PEARL CONTENT 

Intense color and high coverage

POLYETHYLENE & KAOLIN 

Long-wearing, true color, doesn’t 
run

A magic pencil that outlines the eyes. 

As the must-have in the Givenchy eye makeup wardrobe, the eye 
pencil will define eyes with just one stroke.  

Intense, vibrant color to deepen the eyes. Givenchy presents Magic 
Khôl, its eye contour pencil. The extremely soft formula offers 
multiple benefits and can be applied over the eyelid and along the 
inner rim of the eye. 

#1 
Black

#2 
White

#3 
Brown

THE FORMULA THE MAKEUP RESULTS

Eyes are defined all day long  

- Intense color 

- Impeccable hold  

- Does not run

1.19g

RETAIL PRICE: 95 QR  



-LE MAKEUP

KHÔL COUTURE WATERPROOF
Eyeliner Rétractable 

Retractable Eyeliner

 EYES

SILICONE & COMBINATION OF 
MINERAL WAXES 

An ideal, comfortable glide-on 
texture

HIGH CONCENTRATION OF 
PIGMENTS 

Smooth, intense and deep colors 

WATER-FREE FORMULA, SILICONE 
RESIN & ACRYLATE COPOLYMER

Long-wearing, waterproof 
texture 

A waterproof pencil with dazzling colors. 

The foolproof accessory for the eyes, with ultra-vibrant colors that 
make a daring statement. 

Deep color for a spectacular look that can stand up to every 
emotion. Nicolas Degennes creates Khôl Couture Waterproof, an 
easy-to-use pencil with retractable point and a creamy texture. It will 
not smudge and offers sophisticated eyes and colors that can be 
played with all year long! 

#1 
Black

#2 
Chestnut

#3 
Turquoise

#4 
Cobalt

#5 
Jade

#6 
Lilac

THE FORMULA THE MAKEUP RESULTS

The eyes are spectacular 

- Intense color 

- Precise line 

- Waterproof and smudge proof formula

0.3g

RETAIL PRICE: 110 QR  



-

10g Bottle

OMBRE INTERDITE
Ombre À Paupière Crème – Tenue 24h, Confort & Non Transfert 

Cream Eyeshadow – 24h Wear, Comfort & No Transfer

RETAIL PRICE : 130 QR 

THE FORMULA

EYES

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

RESIN FILM

24H hold with no transfer

TEXTURIZING WAXES

Comfortable texture, bare skin effect

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED IN 
PIGMENTS AND MOTHER-OF-PEARL

Intense color from the first stroke

The appeal of the forbidden, from the first glance...

Skilled at having it both ways, Ombre and Encre Interdite form a 
high-performing pair combining lasting hold and comfort. 

Nicolas Degennes subverts expectations with Ombre Interdite, the 
cream liquid eyeshadow with maximum color, maximum 
coverage, and maximum comfort. The guarantee of water-
resistant makeup without the least trace of discomfort.

Eyes are structured all day long 

- Intense color whether the look is natural or 
sophisticated 

- Matte or metallic finish 

- High coverage

LE MAKEUP

#01 
Pink 
Quartz

#02 
Graphic 
Nude

#03 
Vintage 
Brown

#04 
Gold 
Spirit

#05 
Outline 
Bronze

#06 
Silver 
Blue



-

3.4 g

LE ROUGE

LE MAKEUP

RETAIL PRICE : 170 QR 

THE FORMULA

LIPS

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

PURE, DENSE PIGMENTS

High coverage and intense color in a 
single stroke.

NATURAL BEESWAX

Comfortable texture

HYALURONIC ACID MICROSPHERES

Long-lasting hydration

The smallest Givenchy couture piece. 

Like couture, Le Rouge is both timeless and ultra-modern. Always 
different, always recognizable, it knows no limits in its singularity and 
boldness. It is rare and exclusive, it is the entry key to the Givenchy 
couture circle.  

Nicolas Degennes presents Le Rouge, the matte and luminous 
iconic. 

The lips are dressed with vibrant color. 

- Luminous semi-matte finish 

-  High coverage 

- Perfectly defined lips

#102 
Beige 
Plume

#103 
Brun 
Créateur

#105 
Brun 
Vintage

#106 
Nude 
Guipure

#100 
Beige 
Caraman

#110 
Rose 
Diaphane

#201 
Rose 
Taffetas

#202 
Rose 
Dressing

#209 
Rose 
Perfecto

#204 
Rose 
Boudoir

#205 
Fuchsia 
Irrésistible

#218 
Violet 
Audacieux

#305 
Rouge 
Égérie

#306 
Carmin 
Escarpin

#301 
Magnolia 
Organza

#307 
Grenat 
Initié

#302 
Hibiscus 
Exclusif

#303 
Corail 
Décolleté

#304 
Mandarine 
Boléro

#315 
Framboise 
Velours

#316 
Orange 
Absolu

#317 
Corail 
Signature

#323 
Framboise 
Couture

#325 
Rouge 
Fetiche

#324 
Corail 
Backstage

#326 
Pourpre 
Edgy

#333 
L’Interdit 

#334 
Grenat 
Volontaire

Matité Lumineuse – Haute Couvrance 

Luminous Matte – High Coverage



-

3.4 g

LE ROUGE DEEP VELVET

LE MAKEUP

RETAIL PRICE: 170 QR 

THE FORMULA

LIPS

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

MANGO BUTTER

Protects & repairs lips against 
external aggression

SILK TEXTURE (ELASTOMERS & 
WAXES)

Comfortable texture & easier glide

SILICONE POWDER & EMOLLIENTS

Long-wearing, intense color

The smallest Givenchy couture piece. 

Like couture, Le Rouge is both timeless and ultra-modern. Always 
different, always recognizable, it knows no limits in its singularity and 
boldness. It is rare and exclusive, it is the entry key to the Givenchy 
couture circle.  

Nicolas Degennes presents Le Rouge Deep Velvet, the deep and 
powdery matte lipstick. 

The lips are dressed with deep color. 

- Powdery matte finish 

- High coverage 

- 12-hr wear & Comfort 

#10 Beige Nu #14 Rose Boisé #25 Fuchsia Vibrant

#33 Orange Sable #37 Rouge Grainé #42 Violet Velours

Matité Poudré – Haute Pigmentation 

Powdery Matte – High Pigmentation



-

3.4 g

LE ROUGE NIGHT NOIR

LE MAKEUP

RETAIL PRICE: 170 QR

THE FORMULA

LIPS

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

HYALURONIC ACID

Long-lasting hydration & a plumping 
effect 

PARACRESS BLOSSOM 

Smoothes lips & reinforces the 
dermal architecture

TAHITIAN BLACK PEARL POWDER 
& EOSIN

Deep & tailor-made color, glittering 
shimmer

The smallest Givenchy couture piece. 

Like couture, Le Rouge is both timeless and ultra-modern. Always 
different, always recognizable, it knows no limits in its singularity and 
boldness. It is rare and exclusive, it is the entry key to the Givenchy 
couture circle.  

Nicolas Degennes presents Le Rouge Night Noir, the bold, sparkly 
and gloss lipstick. 

The lips are dressed with tailor-made color 

- Glittery, glossy finish  

- Light coverage 

- Comfort & plumping effect 

#1 Night in Light #2 Night in Red #3 Night in Gold

#4 Night in Blue #5 Night in Plum #6 Night in Gray

Fini Brilliant – Couleur Scintillante 

Sheer Finish – Sparkling Color



-

7.5ml Bottle

ENCRE INTERDITE

LE MAKEUP

Encre À Lèvres - Tenue 24h, Confort & Non Transfert 

Lip Ink - 24h Wear, Comfort & No Transfer

RETAIL PRICE: 130 QR 

THE FORMULA

LIPS

THE MAKEUP RESULTS

WATERY TEXTURE (60% WATER)

24H hold with no transfer

BLACK ROSE EXTRACT & PLANT 
BASED GLYCERIN

Comfortable, moisturizing, & anti-
oxidant texture

ABSORBENT COLOR

Intense color that imprints on lips like 
a tattoo

The appeal of the forbidden on your lips...

Skilled at having it both ways, Ombre & Encre Interdite form a high-
performing pair combining lasting hold and comfort. 

Nicolas Degennes gives a new dimension to lip makeup with 
Encre Interdite. A new concentrated, innovative texture that 
combines color power, the comfort of a liquid lipstick, and the 
flawless hold of an ink.

It’s as if your lips are tattooed with color all day 
long 

- Intense color 

- Satiny finish 

- High coverage

#01 
Nude 
Spot

#02 
Arty 
Pink

#03 
Free 
Pink

#05 
Solar 
Stain

#04 
Purple 
Tag

#06 
Radical 
Red

#07 
Vandal 
Fuchsia

#08 
Stereo 
Brown



-

ROUGE INTERDIT VINYL
Rouge à Lèvres Brillance Extrême – Couleur Illicite 

Extreme Shine Lipstick – Illicit Color

3.3 g

SHINY OILS & SILICONE RESIN

Extreme shine & plumping effect

EXTRACT OF BLACK ROSE 
MACERATED IN SWEET ALMOND 
OIL

Comfort & moisturization

CALCIUM CARBONATE POWDER 
CRYSTALLISED IN THE FORM OF 
DESERT ROSE

Intense color & soft focus effect

The lipstick for those in the know.

Givenchy continues to break rules and push limits to create even 
more fashionable and coveted accessories. 

A deliberately different, totally daring lipstick. Givenchy reveals 
Rouge Interdit Vinyl , the ultimate beauty weapon on everyone's 
lips. Extreme shine, high-impact shades, visible plumping effect: this 
is more than a lipstick, it is an attitude.

THE FORMULA THE MAKEUP RESULTS

The lips are ultra-shiny 

- Intense colors 

- Adjustable result 

- Exceptional comfort

LE MAKEUP LIPS

#1 
Nude 
Ravageur

#2 
Beige 
Indecent

#3 
Rose 
Mutin

#5 
Rose 
Transgressif

#6 
Rose 
Sulfureux

#7 
Fuchsia 
Illicite

#9 
Corail 
Redoutable

#10 
Rouge 
Provocant

#11 
Rouge 
Rebelle

#13 
Rose 
Désirable

#14 
Violine 
Troublant

#15 
Moka 
Renversant

#4 
Rose 
Tentateur

#8 
Orange 
Magnétique

#12 
Grenat 
Envoûtant

#16 
Noir 
Révélateur

RETAIL PRICE: 150 QR  



-SKINCARE  

LE SOIN NOIR RITUEL DE NETTOYAGE
LE SOIN NOIR

175 ml black squeeze bottle 
and naturally-polishing KONJAC sponge.  

For all skin types.   
For the customer who wants the best for their skin, even at the 
cleansing stage.  

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS

SOVEREIGN ALLIANCE OF LIFE ALGAE 
Complex  
(Black sap + Golden Sap)
Revitalizes and stimulates the 
entire cell life cycle in all the layers 
of the skin.

BLACK PEARL POWDER
Boosts microcirculation and 
eliminates impurities and toxins 
from the surface. 

BIOTECHNOLOGICAL SUGAR  
(α-oligoglucan) 
Prevents bacterial attack and 
reinforces the skin's metabolism.  

The skin is incredibly pure, comfortable, smooth 
and translucent,  its texture appears finer, its 
radiance is enhanced. 

RITUEL DE NETTOYAGE transforms a daily 
action into a ceremony that is as luxurious as it 
is innovative, during which the art of formulation 
is enhanced with refined tool and ancestral 
massage rites to create a unique experience of 
well-being.

FROM THE 1ST MONTH 
Supple, smooth skin, free of all impurities.  

-54% Reduction of skin irregularities 

+21% Improvement in radiance

CLEANSE

FOR WHOM?

LE SOIN NOIR embodies audacity, mystery and 
luxury. A pure anti-aging gem, it offers  the 
innovation and expertise of our researchers 
through a rare complex and lasting skin results.  
Our exceptional skincare products combat all 
the signs of aging (wrinkles,loss of radiance, 
firmness, density and evenness, skin dryness). 

RETAIL PRICE: 482 QR



-

LE SOIN NOIR LOTION ESSENCE
LE SOIN NOIR

150 ml bottle  

For all skin types.   
For the customer who wants the best for her skin, even at the skin 
priming stage.  

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS

VITAL MARINE WATER  
(rich in manganese and silica) 

Creates an ideal skin environment 
for the Sovereign Alliance of Life 
Algae complex.  

LAMINARIA SACCHARINA ALGA 
EXTRACT 
Hydrates and potentializes.  
Holds water and helps cells to 
create and maintain their precious 
Vital Marine Water reserves for 
revitalized skin.

The skin is brought back to perfect condition,  
it is revitalized and its renewal has begun.   
The skin feels supple, toned and plumped up.  

 PREPARE - POTENTIALIZE

The delicate LOTION creates the optimal 
environment  to allow the Sovereign Alliance of 
Life Algae Complex to be ideally absorbed by the 
skin.  The skin is perfectly conditioned and ready 
to receive subsequent care. 

FOR WHOM ?

REGENERATE

DAY AFTER DAY 

-21% Wrinkles appearance 

90% of women find their skin is         

revitalized, more luminous and   
looks fresher

LE SOIN NOIR embodies audacity, mystery and 
luxury. A pure anti-aging gem, it offers  the 
innovation and expertise of our researchers 
through a rare complex and lasting skin results.  
Our exceptional skincare products combat all 
the signs of aging (wrinkles, loss of radiance, 
firmness, density and evenness, skin dryness). 

RETAIL PRICE: 597 QR  

SKINCARE



-

LE SOIN NOIR YEUX
LE SOIN NOIR

15 ml jar and massage spatula 

FOR WHOM? 
For all skin types.  
For a customer looking for a global age-defying effect.  
For a bold, demanding customer.

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS

VITAL MARINE WATER 
(rich in manganese and silicon)
Creates an ideal skin environment 
for the black sap.  

SPECIFIC ACTIVE INGREDIENTS FOR THE EYES

Decongest against puffiness. 
Activate the microcirculation 
against dark circles. 
Lift against sagging eye contour.

The eye contour is decongested, 
eyelids appear lifted, the eye area  
is smoother and more luminous. 

AFTER 1 MONTH 
Self-evaluation. 

100%of women find 

their wrinkles are smoothed  

AFTER 2 MONTHS 
Clinical tests. 

X2.1 Luminosity 

+15% Firmness

TREAT

LE SOIN NOIR YEUX is dedicated to the fragile eye 
contour area. A light texture which smoothes, 
brightens and plumps the eye contour, and reduces 
the signs of fatigue.  
A simple and stimulating application technique 
using the spatula optimizes the effects of the 
skincare. 

GENERATION 3 TECHNOLOGY 
(BLACK SAP + Algae Extracts) 

LE SOIN NOIR embodies audacity, mystery and 
luxury. A pure anti-aging gem, it offers the 
innovation and expertise of our researchers 
through a rare complex with lasting skin results. 
Our exceptional skincare products combat all the 
signs of aging 

Revitalize and protect for complete 
skin renewal: 
Stimulate skin global regeneration + 
instant and lasting protection against 
free radicals.

RETAIL PRICE: 810 QR 

SKINCARE
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LE SOIN NOIR & BLANC
LE SOIN NOIR

For all skin types.  
For the customer who wants global anti-aging skincare that is also 
brightening, anti-dark spot and anti-dull complexion.  
For the customer looking for visible results, innovation and audacity! 

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS

LIQUORICE 
Anti-dark spots. Repairs pigmentation 
damage caused by the sun. 

SOVEREIGN ALLIANCE OF LIFE 
ALGAE complex
Revitalizes and stimulates the 
entire cell life cycle in all the layers 
of the skin.

During the day, pigmentation flaws and complexion 
dullness are reduced. At night, all signs of aging are 
corrected. Continuously supported, protected and 
energised, the skin appears reborn, it glows with 
beauty and radiance. 

AFTER 4 WEEKS 
Clinical tests. 

+36% Skin glow 

+24% Skin firmness 

-27% Appearance of wrinkles 

+30% More even skin tone

TREAT INTENSIVELY

LE SOIN NOIR & BLANC is a duo of sensual oils 
that reduces all signs of aging and brightens the 
complexion. For day, the white essence: a 
brightening photo-balancing concentrate; for 
night, the black essence: an energising anti-
aging concentrate. 

FOR WHOM?

BLUE ALGAE (phormidium persicimum)
Photo-protective. Activates the 
skin's systems of repair and 
defence against photo-aging. 

in the WHITE ESSENCE – DAY

in the BLACK ESSENCE – NIGHT

JANIA RUBENS ALGAE EXTRACT
Stimulates the circulation of cellular 
energy flows.

2 x 15 ml Pump Bottle 

LE SOIN NOIR embodies audacity, mystery and 
luxury. A pure anti-aging gem, it offers  the 
innovation and expertise of our researchers 
through a rare complex and lasting skin results.  
Our exceptional skincare products combat all 
the signs of aging (

RETAIL PRICE: 1888 QR  

SKINCARE
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LE SOIN NOIR

50 ml jar and massage spatula   

FOR WHOM? 
LE SOIN NOIR is suitable for dry skin and at times when an 
enveloping texture is needed.  
For a customer looking for a global age-defying effect.  
For a bold, demanding customer. 

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS 

Creates an ideal skin environment 
for the black sap. 

AFTER 1 MONTH 

 72% of women find their skin 

transformed: younger-looking and stronger

TREAT 

AFTER 2 MONTHS 
Clinical tests. 

-39% Wrinkles and fine lines 

X2.1 Luminosity of the complexion 

X2.5 Firmness

LE SOIN NOIR is the heart of the exceptional 
beauty-renewal skincare collection. Both a day 
cream and a night cream, it is available in a light 
or rich version and its simple, stimulating 
application technique, using a spatula, maximizes 
the benefits on skin. 

LE SOIN NOIR embodies audacity, mystery and 
luxury. An anti-aging gem, it offers the innovation 
and expertise of our researchers through a rare 
complex with lasting skin results. Our exceptional 
skincare products combat all the signs of aging (.

LE SOIN NOIR

GENERATION 3 TECHNOLOGY 
(BLACK SAP + Algae Extracts) 

Revitalize and protect for complete 
skin renewal: 
Stimulate skin global regeneration + 
instant and lasting protection against 
free radicals.

VITAL MARINE WATER  
(rich in manganese and silicon) 

RETAIL PRICE: 1619 QR 

SKINCARE
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LE SOIN NOIR MASQUE DENTELLE
LE SOIN NOIR

4 lace masks - 4 x 18ml  

FOR WHOM?
For all skin types.  
For the customer who is looking for the best, and wants to be 
surprised and enjoy a unique and daring skincare experience.  

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS

PRECIOUS CALAIS LACE

Mechanically lifts.  

OAT & KIGELIA EXTRACTS 

Lift deeply.  

Wrinkles fade away. The oval of the face appears 
resculpted, the complexion glows 
with light.  

IN 20 MINUTES,  

+24% Revitalized skin 

79% of users find a visible lift result 

COMPLEMENTARY GESTURE 

AFTER 4 WEEKS,  

+14% Firmer skin 

84% of users find their skin is regenerated

Givenchy successfully rises to a challenge: the 
most precious lace, crafted into a face mask and 
transformed into a pure anti-aging concentrate. 
LE MASQUE DENTELLE combines the tightening 
effect with the revitalising properties of LE SOIN 
NOIR.

REGENERATE

SOVEREIGN ALLIANCE OF LIFE ALGAE 
Complex  
(Black sap + Golden Sap)
Revitalizes and stimulates the 
entire cell life cycle in all the layers 
of the skin.

LE SOIN NOIR embodies audacity, mystery and 
luxury. A pure anti-aging gem, it offers  the 
innovation and expertise of our researchers 
through a rare complex and lasting skin results.  
Our exceptional skincare products combat all 
the signs of aging . 

RETAIL PRICE: 1460 QR

SKINCARE
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IMMEDIATELY 

91% of women find their complexion even 

88% their skin translucent 

100% their skin smoothed

AFTER 1 MONTH 

100% of women find their skin texture 

is refined, their skin supple and luminous

BRIGHTENING  
PURIFYING FOAM

BLANC DIVIN

125 ml Tube with flip top cap

For all skin types. All ages. 
For a customer who is looking for a rinse-off cleansing foam that 
brightens and purifies the complexion and boosts its luminosity. 

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS

The complexion appears more translucent,  
more even, its clarity and freshness are revived. 
The skin texture is refined.

This cleansing foam is an exceptional  
experience of freshness and comfort.  
Genuine brightening anti-aging skincare,  
like the other products in the range 
it is enriched with GLOW REVIVER™ complex. 
The skin is perfectly cleansed, the complexion is 
clearer and purer. 

CLEANSE - PREPARE

FOR WHOM?

BLANC DIVIN is at once brightening and 
anti-aging; it reveals an evenly clear, soft, 
translucent complexion that glows with a 
vibrant, rosy radiance. A divine complexion! 

SKINCARE BRIGHTEN

Limits the appearance of brown 
spots, promotes skin elasticity  
and reduces yellowing.

GLOW REVIVER™ complex 
Natural extracts of white-flowering 
plants (Japanese Magnolia, Japanese 
Apricot and Daisy)  
+ Vitamin C derivative

RETAIL PRICE: 184 QR 
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AFTER 1 MONTH 

97% of women find  

                    their skin more moisturized 
 

97% of women find  

                   their skin recovers its glow     

94% of women think  

                     their skin is more beautiful

BRIGHTENING FRESH 
MOISTURE MASK 

BLANC DIVIN

75ml tube.

For all skin types. 
For a customer looking for a moisturizing and brightening mask 
with instant visible benefits such as plumpness and glow. 

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS

Day after day, the skin is hydrated, re-plumped 
and brighter.

 
The BRIGHTENING FRESH MOISTURE MASK is a 
brightening and deeply moisturizing mask that 
revitalizes the skin to reveal its pure, natural 
radiance.

ENHANCE

FOR WHOM?

SKINCARE BRIGHTEN

BLANC DIVIN is at once brightening and anti-
aging; it reveals an evenly clear, soft, translucent 
complexion that glows with a vibrant, rosy 
radiance. 
A divine complexion! 

GLOW REVIVER™ COMPLEX 
Natural extracts of white-flowering 
plants (Japanese Magnolia, Japanese 
Apricot and Daisy)  
+ Vitamin C derivative

Limits the appearance of brown spots,  
promotes skin elasticity and reduces  
yellowing.

Infuses the skin with a bath of hydration 
for more comfort, plump and glow.

WHITE MUSHROOM EXTRACT                    
“Hyaluronic acid-like” active ingredient                                
with moisturizing properties 

RETAIL PRICE: 313 QR  
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97% of women find  

                   their complexion unified 
 

91% of women find  

                 their skin mattified     

91% of women think the powder leaves 

                  a delicate velvety finish

BRIGHTENING MATTIFYING 
LOOSE POWDER

BLANC DIVIN

For all skin types. 
For a customer who is looking for loose powder to set her makeup 
and make her complexion smooth and glowy. 

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS

Pores are less visible, skin is smoother. 
The complexion seems brighter.

 
The BRIGHTENING MATTIFYING LOOSE 
POWDER is a universal natural powder that 
reveals the skin’s purest glow and leaves it 
naturally soft and luminous throughout the day.

ENHANCE

FOR WHOM?

SKINCARE BRIGHTEN

BLANC DIVIN is at once brightening and anti-
aging; it reveals an evenly clear, soft, translucent 
complexion that glows with a vibrant, rosy 
radiance. 
A divine complexion! 

GLOW REVIVER™ COMPLEX 
Natural extracts of white-flowering 
plants (Japanese Magnolia, Japanese 
Apricot and Daisy)  
+ Vitamin C derivative

Limits the appearance of brown spots,  
promotes skin elasticity and reduces  
yellowing.

MATTIFYING POWDERS
Absorb excess sebum to leave the 
skin matte.

Brings a subtle luminosity and 
leaves the skin glowy.

MOTHER-OF-PEARL                      
with red and golden glints

RETAIL PRICE: 283 QR 
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PEARLY GLOW LOTION  
ANTI-FATIGUE

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM

200ml frosted plastic dropper bottle. 

For all skin types.  
For the customer who wants an  conditioner treatment to preserve 
her skin and combat the first signs of aging.  
 

As the first essential step, this lotion gently 
wakes up the skin. It penetrates in just a few 
seconds to soften and soothe skin, without 
leaving a greasy or sticky film. The added bonus: 
fine pink mother-of-pearl particles deliver an 
immediate radiance boost. 

MOISTURIZING 

+48% after 6 hours

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM preserves the skin's 
energy and youth. Our ritual offers an immediate 
visible beautiful skin effect thanks to amazing, 
sensorial textures; over time, energy is 
preserved, hydration and tone are maintained.

LUMINOSITY 

87% of women find that  

their complexion is fresher after application.  

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS 

BLOSSOM GLOW Complex
Energizes the skin deep down, 
preserves its toned appearance 
and stimulates radiance 
immediately and in the long-term.  
 

PINK MICRO-PEARLS 
Immediate healthy glow effect.

RETAIL PRICE: 214 QR 

SKINCARE   PRESERVE
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BEAUTIFYING RADIANCE SERUM 
ANTI-FATIGUE

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM

30ml Pump bottle

For all skin types.   
For the customer who wants an “attack” treatment to preserve her 
skin and  
combat the first signs of aging.  

PRESERVE

Skin is fresh and the signs of fatigue are erased 
immediately and 
 in the long-term. 

Our Sérum Éclat Perfecteur is a true anti-fatigue 
concentrate. Gradually, the signs of fatigue are 
erased, immediately skin is more beautiful.  

HYDRATION 

+71% after 6 hours

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM preserves the skin's 
energy and youth. Our ritual offers an immediate 
visible beautiful skin effect thanks to amazing, 
sensorial textures; over time, energy is 
preserved, hydration and tone are maintained. 

LUMINOSITY 

+24% after 4 weeks 

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS 

BLOSSOM GLOW Complex
Energizes the skin deep down, 
preserves its toned appearance and 
stimulates radiance immediately and 
in the long-term.  

PHOTOSHOP-EFFECT POLYMERS  
+ PINK MICRO-BEADS 

Immediate “beautiful fresh skin” effect. 

RETAIL PRICE: 725 QR 
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RADIANCE REVIVER CREAM 
ANTI-FATIGUE

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM

50ml Jar

For all skin types.   
For the customer who wants hydrating care to preserve her skin 
and combat the first signs of aging.  

THE FORMULA

PRESERVE

SKIN RESULTS 

Skin is re-energized, revitalized, and  
the complexion is beautifully revived.

This fresh and smooth cream turns pink on 
contact with the skin and, when applied, 
immediately transforms the complexion.  Day 
after day, its core of active ingredients energizes 
and revitalizes the skin:  
it preserves its youth.   

HYDRATION 

+58% after 8 hours

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM preserves the skin's 
energy and youth. Our ritual offers an immediate 
visible beautiful skin effect thanks to amazing, 
sensorial textures; over time, energy is 
preserved, hydration and tone are maintained. 

SKIN RADIANCE & FINESSE 

-29% visible wrinkles after application 

after 4 weeks

BLOSSOM GLOW Complex
Energizes the skin deep down, 
preserves its toned appearance and 
stimulates radiance immediately and 
in the long-term.  

SOFT-FOCUS FILM + LIGHT-
REFLECTING MICROPIGMENTS

Immediate “beautiful fresh skin” 
effect. 

RETAIL PRICE: 318 QR
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FRESH-FACE COMPACT DAY CREAM   
SPF 15 PA+ - ANTI-FATIGUE 

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM

Magnetic compact with sponge - 12g

For all skin types. 
For the customer who wants quick and different hydrating care to 
preserve her skin and combat the first signs of aging. 

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS 

Skin is moisturized, more resilient and smooth, its 
radiance is revived and signs of fatigue visibly 
reduced. 

An original application technique and ultra-
practical portable product, the Fresh-face 
Compact Day Cream slides easily into your bag!  
Its solid texture, which doesn’t leak out, is 
perfect for life on the move, offering a hydration 
and protection boost wherever and whenever 
you want! 

MOISTURIZING 

+50% after 6 hours

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM preserves the skin's 
energy and youth. Our ritual offers an immediate 
visible beautiful skin effect thanks to amazing, 
sensorial textures; over time, energy is 
preserved, hydration and tone are maintained.

SKIN RADIANCE & FINESSE AFTER 1 MONTH 

-24% visible wrinkles 

 

+22% healthy pink glow effect

BLOSSOM GLOW Complex
Energizes the skin deep down, 
preserves its toned appearance and 
stimulates radiance immediately and 
in the long-term.  
 

LIGHT-REFLECTING 
MICROPIGMENTS

Immediate “beautiful fresh skin” 
effect. 

SPF 15 PA+ - 

Protects the skin. 

RETAIL PRICE: 263 QR  

SKINCARE   PRESERVE
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BEAUTIFYING CREAM-IN-MIST 
ANTI-FATIGUE 

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM

50 ml Spray

For all skin types. 
For the customer who wants quick and different hydrating care to 
preserve her skin and combat the first signs of aging. 

THE FORMULA

PRESERVE

SKIN RESULTS

Skin is immediately hydrated and smoothed.  
Complexion is radiant and signs of tiredness are 
erased. 

The Beautifying Cream-in-Mist offers all the 
benefits of a cream in an ultra-easy mist format. 
Perfect for mornings in a hurry, or as a touch-up 
for a boost of freshness and radiance, its 
portable format is ideal for your purse, desk 
drawer or even on the plane. 

HYDRATION 

+64% immediately

TREAT

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM preserves the skin's 
energy and youth. Our ritual offers an immediate 
visible beautiful skin effect thanks to amazing, 
sensorial textures; over time, energy is 
preserved, hydration and tone are maintained. 

SKIN RADIANCE & FINESSE AFTER 1 MONTH 

72% of women say  

their complexion is immediately beautified 

79% of women find 

their complexion is less dull 

BLOSSOM GLOW Complex
Energizes the skin deep down, 
preserves its toned appearance and  
stimulates radiance immediately and 
in the long-term. 

COTTON EXTRACT
Nourishing action by supplying 
nutrients & strengthening the skin 
barrier  
+ contributes to an incredibly soft 
texture

RETAIL PRICE: 240 QR  
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ROSY GLOW HIGHLIGHT CARE 
FACE-EYES

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM

15ml Jar

For all skin types.   
For the customer who wants an eye contour care to prevent the first 
signs of aging.  
For a customer who is a makeup fan and wants to enhance a nude 
complexion while preserving its youthfulness.   

THE FORMULA

PRESERVE

SKIN RESULTS 

The complexion is enhanced, visibly luminous.  
The signs of fatigue are erased... 

Our hybrid care provides skincare benefits 
coupled with a make-up finish.   
It reduces the signs of fatigue, rehydrates skin 
and adds radiance where the face needs it. It can 
also be used on the eye contour area or 
prominent features of the face, or even, all over 
the face.  

90% of women find that their 

         eye contour is smoothed 

94%  of women find that  

      their complexion is more luminous 

81% of women find that they look  

                 less tired

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL BLOSSOM preserves the skin's 
energy and youth. Our ritual offers an immediate 
visible beautiful skin effect thanks to amazing, 
sensorial textures; over time, energy is 
preserved, hydration and tone are maintained. 

BLOSSOM GLOW Complex
Energizes the skin deep down, 
preserves its toned appearance and 
stimulates radiance immediately and 
in the long-term.  

RETAIL PRICE: 204 QR  
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YOUTH PREPARING 
EXQUISITE LOTION

L’INTEMPOREL

200 ml Bottle  

For all skin types.  
For the customer who wants to perfectly prepare her skin for her 
anti-aging skincare. 

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS

IR SENSITIVE combats thermal aging 

Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging caused by infra-red 
rays. 

BEST OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE  
ANTI-AGING MOLECULES  
IN THEIR MOST OPTIMIZED FORM 
combats toxic and photo-aging

* Vitamin E derivative 
Protects stem cells for 
skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin 
surface for long-term youth protection. 
* Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Re-densifies the skin for an immediate  
and long-term plumping effect

Skin is soft, smooth, supple and radiant, and 
becomes more receptive to skincare applied 
afterwards. 

The delicately opalescent EXQUISITE LOTION is 
a precious infusion of benefits and the first step 
in the ritual.  It combines its essential anti-aging 
action with a  
moisture-boosting action to perfectly prepare 
the skin.

HYDRATION 

+30% immediately 

+50% after 6 hours  

+48% after 24 hours

PREPARE - AMPLIFY

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL preserves the beauty of the skin 
and combats all the signs of aging.  
infra-red rays! (new and exclusive to Givenchy). 

LUMINOSITY 

+31% immediately  
+45% after 1 month 

TIMELESS BLEND complex: 

RETAIL PRICE: 298 QR 
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GLOBAL YOUTH 
SUMPTUOUS EYE CREAM 

L’INTEMPOREL

15 ml Bottle  

For the customer who is looking for  eye contour care adapted to 
her global age-defying needs. 

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS

IR SENSITIVE combats thermal aging 

Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging caused by infra-red 
rays. 

BEST OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE  
ANTI-AGING MOLECULES  
IN THEIR MOST OPTIMIZED FORM 
combats toxic and photo-aging

* Vitamin E derivative 
Protects stem cells for 
skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin 
surface for long-term youth protection. 
* Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Re-densifies the skin for an immediate  
and long-term plumping effect

Day after day, the skin is tautened and firmed, the 
appearance of wrinkles and fine lines improves 
visibly, dark circles and puffiness appear 
diminished.   
The eyes appear clearer, more luminous and open, 
and visibly younger-looking. 

SUMPTUOUS EYE CREAM combines its essential 
anti-aging action with a sculpting action to 

revitalize and brighten the eyes. 

TREAT

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL preserves the beauty of the skin 
and combats all the signs of aging.  
This essential anti-aging ritual offers 
the broadest spectrum of youth preservation by 
protecting against all oxidations caused by 
external factors, including infra-red rays! (new 
and exclusive to Givenchy). 

TIMELESS BLEND complex: 

RETAIL PRICE: 467 QR 
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GLOBAL YOUTH 
ESSENCE SERUM

L’INTEMPOREL

30 ml pump bottle 

For all skin types.  
For customers looking for concentrated age-defying action. 

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS 

Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging caused by infrared rays.  

*THE MUST-HAVE ANTI-AGING MOLECULES  
IN THEIR OPTIMIZED FORM 

•Vitamin E derivative 
Protects the stem cells for skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin surface for a 
long-term anti-aging effect. 
*Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Densifies the skin for an immediate and long-term 
 plumping effect. 

The skin recovers its elasticity, the oval of the face 
is redefined, wrinkles and fine lines are smoothed. 

The ESSENCE SERUM is the ritual’s anti-aging 
concentrate with added reinforced firming 
action. 

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L'INTEMPOREL combats and corrects the 
harmful effects of aging by bringing together 
the best anti-aging active ingredients in their 
most optimized form. L’INTEMPOREL innovates 
by protecting the skin from infrared, which is as 
harmful as UVA rays. 
Skin is firmer, smoother, more luminous and 
more beautiful.

TIMELESS BLEND Complex:  

REGENERATE

+

Firming action. Stimulates collagen synthesis and 
plumps deep down.   

SKINCARE

RETAIL PRICE: 725 QR  
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GLOBAL YOUTH 
SMOOTHING EMULSION

L’INTEMPOREL

50 ml pump bottle 

For all skin types &/or combination skins.  
For guests looking for anti age and lifting  
day care.   

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS 

*IR SENSITIVE
Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging caused by infrared rays.  

*THE MUST-HAVE ANTI-AGING MOLECULES  
IN THEIR OPTIMIZED FORM 
•Vitamin E derivative 
Protects the stem cells for improved  
skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin surface for a 
long-term anti-aging effect. 
*Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Densifies the skin for an immediate and long-term 
 plumping effect. 

SMOOTHING EMULSION is perfect for when 
temperatures rise and skin needs a lighter touch! 
It is the fluid alternative of L’Intemporel creams.

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L'INTEMPOREL combats and corrects the 
harmful effects of aging by bringing together 
the best anti-aging active ingredients in their 
most optimized form. L’INTEMPOREL innovates 
by protecting the skin from infrared, which is as 
harmful as UVA rays. 
Skin is firmer, smoother, more luminous and 
more beautiful.

TIMELESS BLEND Complex:  

REGENERATE

+

SOYA EXTRACT

Tightening and firming .   

SKINCARE

Skin is well-hydrated, visibly smoother, fuller and 
luminous. 
day after day,the signs of aging fade away, 
restoring firmness and elasticity to the face. 

AFTER 2 MONTHS 

-43% Visibility of wrinkles, fine lines  

+39% Structure of the facial contours  

+48% Elasticity et firmness 

RETAIL PRICE: 686 QR 
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GLOBAL YOUTH 
SILKY SHEER CREAM

L’INTEMPOREL

50 ml Bottle  

For all skin types.  
For the customer who wants global anti-aging skincare. 

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS

IR SENSITIVE combats thermal aging 

Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging caused by infra-red 
rays. 

BEST OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE  
ANTI-AGING MOLECULES  
IN THEIR MOST OPTIMIZED FORM 
combats toxic and photo-aging

* Vitamin E derivative 
Protects stem cells for improved  
skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin 
surface for long-term youth protection. 
* Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Re-densifies the skin for an immediate  
and long-term plumping effect

With each application, the appearance of wrinkles 
is lastingly improved, the complexion is more even, 
and the elasticity, density and firmness of skin are 
reinforced. 

SILKY SHEER CREAM offers its essential anti-
aging action for all skin types. 

TREAT

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL preserves the beauty of the skin 
and combats all the signs of aging.  
This essential anti-aging ritual offers 
the broadest spectrum of youth preservation by 
protecting against all oxidations caused by 
external factors, including infra-red rays! (new 
and exclusive to Givenchy). 

TIMELESS BLEND complex: 

IMMEDIATELY 

-15% Visible wrinkles 

+16% Skin firmness

AFTER 1 MONTH 

-30% Visible wrinkles  

+32% Skin firmness 

+40% Skin evenness

RETAIL PRICE: 687 QR  
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GLOBAL YOUTH 
DIVINE RICH CREAM 

L’INTEMPOREL

50 ml Bottle  

For dry to very dry skin.  
For the customer who wants global anti-aging skincare that 
provides extra comfort and a silky soft finish on the skin. 

THE FORMULA

REGENERATE

SKIN RESULTS

*IR SENSITIVE combats thermal aging 

Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging caused by infra-red 
rays. 

BEST OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE  
ANTI-AGING MOLECULES  
IN THEIR MOST OPTIMIZED FORM 
combats toxic and photo-aging

* Vitamin E derivative 
Protects stem cells for improved  
skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin 
surface for long-term youth protection. 
* Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Re-densifies the skin for an immediate  
and long-term plumping effect

The skin is brought back to perfect condition,  
it is revitalized and its renewal has begun. 

DIVINE RICH CREAM combines its essential 
anti-aging action with a nourishing action to 
repair dry skin.

TREAT

FOR WHOM?

L’INTEMPOREL preserves the beauty of the skin 
and combats all the signs of aging.  
This essential anti-aging ritual offers 
the broadest spectrum of youth preservation by 
protecting against all oxidations caused by 
external factors, including infra-red rays! (new 
and exclusive to Givenchy). 

TIMELESS BLEND complex* +  
NOURISHING BUTTERS

+

AFTER 1 MONTH 

+57% Complexion luminosity 

+40% Skin density 

+36% Skin firmness

RETAIL PRICE: 725 QR  
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GLOBAL YOUTH  
ALL-SOFT NIGHT CREAM 

L’INTEMPOREL

50 ml jar 

For all skin types.  
For customers looking for a global age-defying night cream. 

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS 

*IR SENSITIVE
Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging  caused  by infrared 
rays.  

*THE MUST-HAVE ANTI-AGING MOLECULES  
IN THEIR OPTIMIZED FORM 
•Vitamin E derivative 
Protects the stem cells for improved 
 skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin surface for a 
long-term anti-aging effect. 
*Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Densifies the skin for an immediate and long-term 
 plumping effect. 

In the morning the skin appears fresher and more 
luminous. 

The ALL-SOFT NIGHT CREAM offers a global 
anti-aging action with additional firming and 
nourishing properties.  

TREAT 

FOR WHOM?

L'INTEMPOREL combats the harmful effects of 
aging by bringing together the best anti-aging 
active ingredients in their most optimized form. 
L’INTEMPOREL innovates by protecting the skin 
from infrared, which is as harmful as UVA rays. 
Skin is firmer, smoother, more luminous and 
more beautiful.

TIMELESS BLEND Complex:  

REGENERATE

+

EVENING PRIMROSE
Reinforces the firming and densifying action of the 
complex.  

AFTER ONE MONTH  

75% of women find that  their skin is more 

beautiful in the morning 

 78% of women notice that  

 their face appears smoothed  

+31% Firmness 

+24% Density

SKINCARE

RETAIL PRICE:  725 QR 
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MULTI-MASKING KIT 
L’INTEMPOREL

6 of each mask

For all skin types.  
For customers looking for a global age-defying mask.  
For women who want tailor-made care for their skin and to be able 
to vary masks according to the specific needs of different areas of 
their face.   

THE FORMULA SKIN RESULTS 

*IR SENSITIVE
Stimulates the skin and protects it 
from aging caused by IR rays. 

  
* Vitamin E derivative 
Protects the stem cells  
for improved skin regeneration. 
* Encapsulated polyphenols 
Neutralize free radicals on the skin surface for a 
long-term anti-aging effect. 
*Low molecular weight hyaluronic acid  
Densifies the skin for an immediate and long-
term 
 

The contours of the face appear more defined,  
as though resculpted.  The skin is more radiant and 
pigmentation spots are faded.  

The MULTI-MASKING KIT is a smart duo of 
masks. For the first time, our anti-aging multi-
masking kit combines both textures and 
materials for immediate radiance & lifting 
results. 

COMPLEMENTARY SKINCARE

FOR WHOM?

L'INTEMPOREL combats the harmful effects of 
aging by bringing together the best anti-aging 
active ingredients in their most optimized form. 
L’INTEMPOREL innovates by protecting the skin 
from infrared, which is as harmful as UVA rays. 
Skin is firmer, smoother, more luminous and 
more beautiful.

TIMELESS BLEND Complex:  

REGENERATE

AFTER ONE MONTH  

+37% Definition of the oval of the face 

-24% Pigmentation imperfections 

+54% Radiance

SKINCARE

RETAIL PRICE: 363 QR  
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READY-TO-CLEANSE 
MICELLAR WATER SKIN TONER

CLEANSERS

200ml Clear pump bottle 

For a customer who would like just one step to remove all makeup 
(face, eyes, lips), a quick no-rinse makeup remover with a fresh 
texture.    
All types of skin, including sensitive.  
Everyday light makeup. 

THE FORMULA

CLEANSE

Cleansing is an essential ritual and a key step 
in preserving the beauty of your skin.  
The Givenchy cleansing ritual is based on 
“double cleansing”: first a makeup remover 
(oil-based - phase 1-) to remove oily impurities 
(sebum, sunscreen, makeup etc) then a 
cleanser (water-based -phase 2-) to remove 
aqueous impurities (sweat, dead cells, etc.). 
As a result skin is perfectly purified, clean and 
fresh!  

Moisturizes and provides comfort 
(maintains water on the skin 
surface and acts as a water 
reservoir).  

HYALURONIC ACID 
high molecular weight 

EXTRACT OF PRICKLY PEAR 
FLOWER 

“New skin” action (gentle 
biological exfoliation).  

SKINCARE

FOR WHOM?

RETAIL PRICE: 153 QR  
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READY-TO-CLEANSE 
FRESH CLEANSING MILK  

CLEANSERS

200ml Pump bottle  

FOR WHOM? 
For a customer who would like a gentle cleansing milk for the face and 
eyes.  
All skin types.   
All makeup even intense and waterproof. 

CLEANSE

SHEA BUTTER

Nourishes and softens the skin.  

Cleansing is an essential ritual and a key step 
in preserving the beauty of your skin.  
The Givenchy cleansing ritual is based on 
“double cleansing”: first a makeup remover 
(oil-based - phase 1-) to remove oily 
impurities (sebum, sunscreen, makeup etc) 
then a cleanser (water-based -phase 2-) to 
remove aqueous impurities (sweat, dead cells, 
etc.). As a result skin is perfectly purified, 
clean and fresh!  

EXTRACT OF PRICKLY PEAR 
FLOWER  
 
“New skin” action (gentle 
biological exfoliation).  

SKINCARE

THE FORMULA

RETAIL PRICE: 153 QR  
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READY-TO-CLEANSE 
CLEANSING CREAM-IN-GEL

CLEANSERS

125ml Tube  

FOR WHOM? 
For a customer who wants complete cleansing that respects the 
sensitivity of the skin, and will leave her skin clean and soft with no 
tightness. 

THE FORMULA

CLEANSE

GLYCERIN

Moisturizing action and sensation 
of comfort and glide  
on application.  

Cleansing is an essential ritual and a key step 
in preserving the beauty of your skin.  
The Givenchy cleansing ritual is based on 
“double cleansing”: first a makeup remover 
(oil-based - phase 1-) to remove oily 
impurities (sebum, sunscreen, makeup etc) 
then a cleanser (water-based -phase 2-) to 
remove aqueous impurities (sweat, dead cells, 
etc.). As a result skin is perfectly purified, 
clean and fresh!  

EXTRACT OF PRICKLY PEAR 
FLOWER  
 
“New skin” action (gentle 
biological exfoliation).  

SKINCARE

RETAIL PRICE: 153 QR  



THANK YOU


